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Abstract In this paper we address the potential of a 3 TeV1

centre-of-mass energy Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) to2

measure the branching fraction of the Higgs boson decay to3

two photons, BR(H → γγ). Since photons are massless, the4

Higgs boson coupling to photons is realized through higher5

order processes involving heavy particles either from the6

Standard Model or beyond. Any deviation of the measured7

BR(H → γγ), and consequently of the Higgs coupling gHγγ8

from the predictions of the Standard Model, may indicate9

New Physics. The Higgs decay to two photons is thus an10

interesting probe of the Higgs sector.11

This study is performed using simulation of the detector for12

CLIC and by considering all relevant physics and beam-13

induced processes in a full reconstruction chain. It is shown14

that the product of the Higgs production cross-section in15

W+W− fusion and BR(H→ γγ) can be measured with a rel-16

ative statistical uncertainty of 5.5%, assuming the integrated17

luminosity of 5 ab−1 and unpolarized beams.18

1 Introduction19

The Higgs boson decay to a pair of photons was one of the20

discovery channels at the LHC [1] and also a benchmark21

process that has shaped requirements for the electromag-22

netic calorimetry at ATLAS [2] and CMS [3]. This channel23

is also important at proposed e+e− colliders, both in terms24

of detector performance requirements and complementarity25

to the expected HL-LHC results [4].The combined HL-LHC26

and future e+e− collider measurements are expected to give27

a statistical uncertainty for the Higgs to photons coupling of28

~1% [5].29

The CLIC provides an excellent environment to study the30

properties of the Higgs boson, including its couplings, with31

a very high precision. Operation is expected to be staged at32
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Fig. 1: Lowest order Feynman diagram of the Higgs pro-
duction in WW-fusion and subsequent Higgs decay to a pair
of photons.

three centre-of-mass energies: at 380 GeV, 1.5 TeV and 333

TeV. WW-fusion (Figure 1) as the dominant Higgs produc-34

tion mechanism at center-of-mass energies above ~500 GeV35

will produce large signal yields allowing rare processes such36

as H→ µ+µ−, H→ Zγ and H→ γγ to be studied. For a37

Higgs mass of 126 GeV, the SM prediction for the branch-38

ing fraction BR(H → γγ) is 2.23× 10−3 [6]. It is expected39

that 2× 106 Higgs bosons will be produced at 3 TeV, as-40

suming the nominal integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1 which41

will be used in this paper unless stated otherwise. The signal42

yield can be increased with the proposed beam polarization43

by a factor of 1.5 [7]. The high photon-identification effi-44

ciency and good photon energy resolution of a detector for45

CLIC enable excellent identification of H→ γγ decays.46

This paper presents a comprehensive simulation of the ex-47

perimental measurement of the Higgs production cross-section48

in WW-fusion σ(e+e− → Hνν̄)×BR(H → γγ) at 3 TeV49

CLIC. The result of the study presented in this paper super-50

sede the estimates based on 1.4 TeV studies given in [8].51
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The paper is structured as follows: Simulation and analysis52

tools are introduced in Section 2, the detector for CLIC is53

described in Section 3, while Sections 4 to 6 provide de-54

tails on signal and background identification and separation,55

pseudo-experiments and uncertainties of the measurement.56

2 Simulation and Analysis Tools57

The Higgs production in WW-fusion is generated in58

WHIZARD 1.95 [9], where a Higgs mass of 126 GeV is as-59

sumed. Background processes are also generated in60

WHIZARD, using PYTHIA 6.4 [10] to simulate hadroni-61

sation and fragmentation processes. The CLIC luminosity62

spectrum and beam-induced effects are obtained using the63

GuineaPig 1.4.4 [11]. Interactions with the detector are sim-64

ulated using the CLIC_ILD detector model [12] within the65

Mokka simulation package [13] using the GEANT4 frame-66

work [14]. Events are reconstructed using the Particle Flow67

approach (PFA) implemented in the Pandora algorithm [15].68

Photons are reconstructed using PandoraPFA v02-04-00 pho-69

ton processor [16]. Simulation, reconstruction and analysis70

are carried out using ILCDIRAC [17]. The TMVA pack-71

age [18] is used for the multivariate analysis classification72

(MVA) of signal and background events using their kine-73

matic properties.74

3 Detector for CLIC75

The CLIC_ILD model is based on the ILD detector pro-76

posed for ILC [19] and it has been modified to the CLIC77

experimental conditions. The vertex detector is closest to the78

interaction point to provide reconstruction of secondary ver-79

tices for accurate flavor tagging. The Time Projection Cham-80

ber is foreseen as the main tracking device providing single81

point resolution better than 100 µm in the plane transverse82

to the beam axis [12], together with a low material budget.83

The CLIC_ILD detector uses high-granularity electromag-84

netic (ECAL) and hadronic (HCAL) sampling calorimeters85

to reconstruct photons and neutral hadrons. The electromag-86

netic calorimeter is a Silicon-Tungsten calorimeter optimized87

for longitudinal containment and latelar separation of elec-88

tromagnetic showers. High-granularity in combination with89

the information from the central tracker leads to an electron90

identification efficiency of 96%, while photon identification91

efficiency is 99% [20]. The hadronic calorimeter consists of92

60 steel absorbers interleaved with scintillator tiles with a93

purpose to contain hadronic showers from neutral hadrons94

[12]. A more recent detector model CLICdet [21] improves95

the stohastic energy resolution term of the ECAL to 17%96

from 20% of CLIC_ILD. This has no significant impact on97

the conclusions of this paper [21].98

4 Signal and background processes99

The main Higgs production processes and backgrounds con-100

sidered in this paper are summarised in Figure 2 and Ta-101

ble 1. Higgs boson production at 3 TeV is dominated by102

the WW-fusion process. Without beam polarization, the ef-103

fective cross-section for the Higgs production is 415 fb, in-104

cluding Initial State Radiation (ISR) effects as well as a re-105

alistic CLIC luminosity spectrum. Taking into account that106

BR(H→ γγ) ~0.23%, 4750 signal events are expected with107

the nominal integrated luminosity. In order to describe fully108

the CLIC experimental environment, simulated Beamstrahlung109

photons producing hadrons (γBSγBS→ hadrons) are overlaid110

on each event after the full simulation of the detector re-111

sponse and before digitization phase. Background processes112

are considered if two generated photons can be found in the113

central tracker acceptance with invariant mass of di-photon114

system between 100 GeV and 150 GeV. Backgrounds aris-115

ing from mono-photon final states are considered as well if116

an auxiliary photon (from γBSγBS → hadrons overlay, final117

state radiation or false particle identification) can be found118

in the detector polar angle acceptance, complementing the119

final state photon to the invariant mass of di-photon system120

in the required window.121
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Fig. 2: Higgs production cross-sections at different centre-
of-mass energies.

5 Event selection122

5.1 Photon isolation and Higgs candidate definition123

To ensure that Higgs candidate is found, only events with ex-124

actly two isolated photons with transverse momenta greater125

than 15 GeV are selected. Requirement that both photons126

have pT above 15 GeV removes to a great extent photons127

in a signal event that do not originate from the Higgs de-128

cays, as illustrated in Figure 3. We define photon as iso-129

lated if the energy of all reconstructed particles within a 14130
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Signal process σ( f b) N@5 ab−1 Nsimulated

e+e−→ Hνν ,H→ γγ 0.95 4750 24550

Background processes σ( f b)

e+e−→ γγ 15.2 7.6 ·104 3 ·104

e+e−→ e+e−γ 335 1.7 ·106 3 ·106

e+e−→ e+e−γγ 33 1.6 ·105 1.5 ·105

e+e−→ νν̄γ 13 6.6 ·104 2 ·105

e+e−→ νν̄γγ 26 1.3 ·105 1.6 ·105

e+e−→ qq̄γ 210 1.1 ·106 1.2 ·106

e+e−→ qq̄γγ 47 2.3 ·105 3 ·105

Table 1: Considered signal and background processes with
the corresponding effectiveb cross-sections at 3 TeV centre-
of-mass energy.
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Fig. 3: The 2nd highest reconstructed photons pT in a signal
event (dashed) and the 2nd highest pT photon generated in a
Higgs decay (solid). The difference in the two distributions
at low pT values comes from the presence of Beamstrahlung
photons at the reconstructed level (dashed).

mrad cone is less than 20 GeV. This isolation criteria re-131

duces background processes (in particular e+e−→ qq̄γ and132

e+e− → qq̄γγ) by 23%. Signal loss is negligible. Selection133

of events with exactly two isolated photons with pT > 15134

GeV results in 22.3% signal loss, as illustrated in Figure 4.135

5.2 Preselection136

Signal is separated from backgrounds in a two-stage selec-137

tion process: preselection and MVA based selection. The138

preselection aims to suppresses high cross-section139

backgrounds like e+e−→ e+e−γ and e+e−→ e+e−γγ . Pre-140

selection variables are optimized as follows:141

– Reconstructed di-photon invariant mass in the range from142

110 GeV to 140 GeV, corresponding to the Higgs mass143

window,144

– Reconstructed di-photon energy in the range between145

100 GeV and 1000 GeV,146

bThe cross-sections are effective in a sense that condition 100
GeV < mγγ < 150 GeV is applied to any di-photon system found in the
central tracker.
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Fig. 4: Number of reconstructed isolated photons per signal
event with pT (γ) > 15 GeV.

– Reconstructed di-photon transverse momentum in the147

range between 20 GeV and 600 GeV.148
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Fig. 5: Higgs candidate observables for signal and back-
ground: energy (a) and transverse momentum (b). Signal is
represented with the solid line while background is repre-
sented as dashed.

Distributions of di-photon energy and transverse momentum149

are given in Figure 5a and Figure 5b respectively, illustrating150

the selection range. The signal and background di-photon in-151

variant mass after preselection is given in Figure 6. Preselec-152

tion efficiency for signal is 70% and background dominates153

over the signal by a factor of 25.154
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Fig. 6: Stacked histograms of Higgs mass distributions for
signal and background after preselection.

5.3 Multivariate analysis155

Preselected signal and background events are further sepa-156

rated using an MVA method based on the Gradient Boosted157

Decision Trees (BDTG). Twelve observables are used for158

classification of events: di-photon energy, di-photon trans-159

verse momentum, di-photon polar angle, cosine of the he-160

licity angle, transverse momenta of photons, polar angle of161

photons, energy of photons, total ECAL energy per event162

and total HCAL energy per event. The optimal cut-off value163

of the BDTG output variable was found to be 0.34, what is164

illustrated in Figure 7. Variables are sufficiently uncorrelated165

for MVA to perform optimally.166
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Fig. 7: BDTG performance in the training phase.

The classifier cut was selected to maximize statistical signif-167

icance defined as:168

S =
Ns√

Ns +Nb
(1)169

where Ns and Nb are number of signal and background events170

after the MVA selection. The MVA efficiency for signal is171

62.7%, resulting in an overall signal selection efficiency of172

CLICdp

Fig. 8: Stacked histograms of Higgs mass distributions for
signal and background after MVA selection .

43.7%, corresponding to a signal yield of 2080 selected Higgs173

candidates. The remaining background after the MVA ap-174

plication is ~10 times larger than the signal and originates175

mostly from the processes such as e+e−→ νν̄γ and176

e+e−→ νν̄γγ or from a high cross-section process like177

e+e−→ e+e−γ . The Higgs candidate mass distribution after178

MVA selection is illustrated in Figure 8, giving the compo-179

sition of the background.180

6 Pseudo experiments181

6.1 Method182

The observable to be measured is a product of the Higgs pro-183

duction cross-section and a corresponding branching frac-184

tion for Higgs di-photon decay and it can be experimentally185

determined from the counted number of signal events Ns as:186

σ(e+e−→ Hνν̄)×BR(H→ γγ) =
Ns

L · εs
(2)187

where L represents the integrated luminosity, εs is the over-188

all signal efficiency including detector acceptance, photon189

identification efficiency and signal selection efficiency. The190

number of signal events will be determined from combined191

fit of di-photon invariant mass distributions of selected sim-192

ulated (or experimental) data with the function f :193

f (mγγ) = Ns · fs(mγγ)+Nb · fb(mγγ) (3)194

where Ns and Nb are number of selected signal and back-195

ground events, and fs and fb are the probability density func-196

tions (PDF) describing mγγ for signal and background re-197

spectively. These PDFs are determined from simulated sam-198

ples of signal and background data.199
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Fig. 9: Fit of di-photon invariant mass of the selected signal
(points) and the fit function fs (line).

6.2 Signal and background PDF200

Functions fs and fb from Eq. 3 are used to fit the fully sim-201

ulated datasets of signal and background after the the MVA202

selection phase. The signal PDF consists of two Gaussian203

functions, one describing the tail ( f f lat ) and the other de-204

scribing exponential part ( fexp) of di-photon mass distribu-205

tion of the signal:206

fs = f f lat +C1 · fexp (4)

f f lat =

 e
− (mγγ−mH )2

2σ2+βL(mγγ−mH )2 ,(mγγ < mH)

e
− (mγγ−mH )2

2σ2+βR(mγγ−mH )2 ,(mγγ > mH)

fexp =

 e
− (mγγ−mH )2

2σ2+αL |mγγ−mH | ,(mγγ < mH)

e
− (mγγ−mH )2

2σ2+αR |mγγ−mH | ,(mγγ > mH),

where σ ,C1,αL,R,βL,R, as well as Higgs mass mH are free207

parameters determined by the fit (Figure 9). The fit is per-208

formed using RooFit [22].209

The di-photon mass distribution for background is fitted210

with a linear function fb:211

fb = p0 + p1 ·mγγ (5)212

where p0 and p1 stand for free parameters of the fit. Fit213

of background di-photon invariant mass distribution is il-214

lustrated in Figure 10, and shows no sensitivity to the SM215

Higgs mass.216

6.3 Pseudo-experiments217

Pseudo-data distribution, combining both signal and back-218

ground after MVA selection, is fitted with function f (Eq.219

3), where Ns and Nb are set as free parameters. In this way220
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Fig. 10: Di-photon invariant mass mγγ for the sum of
all background processes remaining after event selection
(points). The fit function given in Equation 5 is overlaid.
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Fig. 11: Example of one pseudo-experiment, showing di-
photon invariant mass of pseudo-data (black), corresponding
fit with the function f from Eq. 3 (full line) and background
fit with function fb (dashed line) from Eq. 5.

the number of signal events is determined in the same way it221

would be on a set of experimental data. Such a measurement222

we call a pseudo-experiment. An example of one pseudo-223

experiment is shown in Figure 11. In order to estimate the224

statistical dissipation of the measured number of signal events,225

5000 pseudo-experiments with 5 ab−1 of data were performed.226

Pseudo-data for signal is randomly picked from fully simu-227

lated signal sample, while mγγ distribution for background228

is generated from background PDF by randomly changing229

parameters p0 and p1 from Eq.5. The RMS of the result-230

ing pull distribution over all pseudo-experiments is taken as231

the estimate of the statistical uncertainty of the measurement232

(Figure 12). It reads that the statistical uncertainty of the ex-233

tracted number of signal events is 5.5%.234
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6.4 Systematic uncertainty235

Several sources of systematic uncertainty of the measured236

observable are considered. Systematic uncertainty rising from237

the uncertainty of a single photon identification efficiency238

of 1% results in ~2% systematic effect in BR(H→ γγ) mea-239

surement. The relative uncertainty of the integrated luminos-240

ity, and hence of the measured cross-section, is expected to241

be of order of several permille at CLIC [23]. Another source242

of systematic uncertainty is due to uncertainty of the lumi-243

nosity spectrum recontruction. In [24] it has been shown that244

the CLIC luminosity spectrum at 3 TeV centre-of-mass en-245

ergy can be corrected better than 5% above 50% of the nom-246

inal centre-of-mass energy, while above 75% of the nominal247

centre-of-mass energy the corresponding uncertainty of the248

correction is at a permille level [25]. As discussed in [8],249

the impact of uncertainty of the luminosity spectrum recon-250

struction on Hνν̄ production at 3 TeV (H → bb̄) is found251

to be of order of several permille. The energy resolution of252

the ECAL also has the permille-level impact on preselection253

efficiency. The relative uncertainty of the ECAL sampling254

term of 2% leads to the uncertainty of reconstructed photon255

energy of ~ 40 MeV which has negligible effect on Ns deter-256

mination. Similarly, the uncertainty of di-photon transverse257

momentum as a preselection variable hardly contributes to258

the systematic uncertainty of the measurement. With all con-259

siderations above, total systematic uncertainty is estimated260

to be ~2.4%, which is approximately two times smaller than261

the statistical one.262

7 Summary263

The accessibility of WW-fusion as a dominant Higgs pro-264

duction mechanism at energies of 500 GeV and above en-265

able the Higgs rare decays at 3 TeV CLIC to be measured.266

Excellent performance of the electromagnetic calorimeter to267

identify high-energy photons together with the overall PFA268

reconstruction of physics processes enables the measure-269

ment of the loop induced Higgs decays to two photons at270

the percent level. In the full simulation of experimental mea-271

surement, we have shown that σ(e+e−→Hνν̄)×BR(H→272

γγ) can be measured at 3 TeV CLIC with a relative statisti-273

cal uncertainty of 5.5%, assuming 5 ab−1 of integrated lumi-274

nosity and unpolarized beams. This result can be further im-275

proved with the proposed beam polarization scheme, which276

would increase the Higgs production cross-section by a fac-277

tor of 1.5, due to a chiral nature of WW-fusion as a charged-278

current interaction. The estimated systematic uncertainty of279

~2.4% is smaller than the statistical one. This analysis com-280

pletes the set of Higgs to γγ measurements foreseen at CLIC281

energy stages above 1 TeV centre-of-mass energy.282
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